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Tony Austin,
BMC Infectious Diseases

Re: MS 1107505609925828
CD4 cell count recovery among HIV-infected patients with very advanced immunodeficiency commencing antiretroviral treatment in sub-Saharan Africa

Dear Tony,

As requested in your e-mail of 10th March, the following formatting changes have been made to this manuscript:

1. Title, Abstract and Author List: Identical in manuscript and submission system.
2. Keywords section: deleted.
3. Conclusions section: included.
4. References: Further to Gemma’s e-mail reply received today, I have had to leave the references with 10 names + et al. However, I have removed the triplicate reference (4, 8, 27). Thus there are now 29 references in total.

Please note that in the abstract within the submission system the symbol ‘≥’ does not appear but instead appears as ‘[greater than or equal to]’.

I hope these changes are satisfactory.

Best wishes,

Dr. Stephen D. Lawn BMedSci MBBS MRCP MD DTM&H Dip HIV Med
Senior Lecturer